Abstract The customer order scheduling problem (COSP) is defined as to determine the sequence of tasks to satisfy the demand of customers who order several types of products produced on a single machine. A setup is required whenever a product type is launched. The objective of the scheduling problem is to minimize the average customer order flow time. Since the customer order scheduling problem is known to be strongly NP-hard, we solve it using four major metaheuristics and compare the performance of these heuristics, namely, simulated annealing, genetic algorithms, tabu search, and ant colony optimization. These are selected to represent various characteristics of metaheuristics: nature-inspired vs. artificially created, population-based vs. local search, etc. A set of problems is generated to compare the solution quality and computational efforts of these heuristics. Results of the experimentation show that tabu search and ant colony perform better for large problems whereas simulated annealing performs best in small-size problems. Some conclusions are also drawn on the interactions between various problem parameters and the performance of the heuristics.
Introduction
The customer order scheduling problem (COSP) is defined as sequencing multi-family customer orders on a single production facility with setups. A customer order involves more than one product that is processed on the same machine. The facility needs a setup whenever a product type is switched. The aim of the problem is to minimize the average customer order flow time, defined as the duration between the release time of the customer order and the completion time of all the jobs in that order.
The COSP is frequently encountered in make-to-order and make-to-assembly production environments in which a single facility produces different product types. In this scenario, a customer can request one or more of these products and his order is shipped only after all the products in the order have been produced and packed together. A setup is required when the facility switches among the products; hence, the management wishes to group customer orders within the same family to avoid non-value-adding setup activities. However, this policy may lead to undesirably long waiting times for the customers. This trade-off is well discussed in comprehensive review papers by Potts and Kovalyov [1] and Allahverdi et al.
[2] on scheduling models with batch service and setup times.
The concept of customer order scheduling was first introduced by Julien and Magazine [3] who provided a dynamic programming formulation of the problem with two product families and a given order processing sequence. They also discussed the necessary properties of the optimal solution for the general case. The COSP on single and multiple machines has attracted several other researchers over the last two decades such as Baker [4] , Coffman et al. [5] and Vickson et al. [6] worked on single-machine cases, and Daganzo [7] , and Yang and Posner [8] , who studied the multi-machine case. Yang [9] in a different article studied the COSP with two machines and various objective functions, and showed that all variations have nonpolynomial complexity.
Gerodimos et al.
[10] addressed an equivalent multioperation scheduling problem of which their job description matches with our customer definition. In their problem, each job has at most one operation from each family and a job is considered completed only after all of its operations have been processed. They provide properties of an optimal schedule for this problem. In a recent study, Erel and Ghosh [11] propose a dynamic programming algorithm to solve the general COSP, which is built on the dominance properties of Julien and Magazine [3] . They also show that the problem with the objective of minimum total customer order flow time is NP-hard in the strong sense.
Given the NP-hard nature of the problem, there has been no successful attempt to solve large-size COSPs. In this paper, we propose four major metaheuristics to solve the COSP with a large number of customers and product families that may be encountered in real life. Since late 1970's, heuristic algorithms have been widely used to solve difficult combinatorial problems, e.g., the traveling salesman problem, the knapsack problem, the vehicle routing problem, as well as many scheduling problems. When it is known that the optimal solution of a problem is impractical to obtain, heuristic algorithms are the only salvage. The area of constructing heuristics has attracted the attention of numerous researchers, which has led to a vast number of articles being published; a recent survey by Blum and Roli [12] lists over 172 references. More recently a new paradigm in heuristic construction has emerged, leading to a class of heuristics called "modern" (Reeves [13]) or "metaheuristics" (Glover [14] ). Blum and Roli [12] list the fundamental properties of these procedures as follows: i. They are high-level strategies for efficiently exploring search spaces to find near-optimal solutions ii. They are approximate, usually non-deterministic, and not problem-specific iii. They all try to avoid getting trapped in local optima iv. They range from simple local search procedures to complex learning processes that may utilize domainspecific knowledge
Having the above commonalities, metaheuristics also differ from each other with respect to their search mechanisms. We keep this in mind when choosing the four metaheuristics of our study: simulated annealing, genetic algorithms, tabu search, and ant colony optimization. The objectives of our study are to solve the COSP of realistic sizes with these metaheuristics, and also to review the most well-known metaheuristics. As a result of this review, the performance of these metaheuristics under various conditions is assessed, and conclusions on the relationships between various problem parameters and the performance of heuristics are drawn.
In the sequel, the problem considered in this study is explained in detail in the next section. A brief description of the metaheuristics is given in Section 3 and experimental design and parameter settings of the metaheuristics are given in Section 4. The results of the experiments are presented and discussed in Section 5. Finally, the last section is reserved for concluding remarks.
The model formulation
Suppose a single facility producing P different products satisfies the demands of C customers. The demand of customer j from product type i requires p ij time units of processing. A setup of s i time units is required prior to processing any product of type i if the previous product is of type l where l ≠ i. Neither the processing nor the setup times are sequence-dependent. Since all orders are released at time zero, the flow time for a customer is the point in time at which the last product requested by that customer is completed. The objective of the problem is to minimize the sum of customer flow times. A binary integer programming model of the problem is presented below:
